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About us

LOCATION
Nuredduna

Nuredduna 24 is located opposite Plaza
Columnas, between the districts Avenidas
and Pere Garau. It is an ideal area to live just a
short walk away from all points of interest in the
centre of Palma. The opening of Nuredduna
as a pedestrian area joins the cosmopolitan
area of Avenidas with the Columnas square
and creates a pleasant promenade full of
landscaped areas, fountains and benches.
The traditional buildings of the area have
witnessed incessant activity and continue to
do so today.

24 Street

contribute to making this neighbourhood an
excellent choice to live.
Its streets emanate tradition and modernity
alike, creating a young, family-friendly
atmosphere.
Just a few metres from Avenidas - El Corte
Inglés, the intermodal station of Plaza
España, the Mercat El Olivar, and many other
emblematic places make life here easier and
more comfortable for the residents as they
live “in the very centre”.

Shops, schools, markets, the proximity to the
city centre and the beach of Can Pere Antoni
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THE NEW NUREDDUNA PEDESTRIAN ZONE

The opening of the new pedestrian area of
Nuredduna street will be 280 linear metres
long and creates a green axis in the city of
Palma de Mallorca between the district of
Avenida and the Plaza de las Columnas
thanks to a landscaped area of 700 square
metres.

Newly planted trees and bushes, a fountain,
numerous benches to sit down and enjoy
the area, a children’s playground, and 66 light
points are just a few of the improvements
that will enhance and increase the value of
the area.
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HISTORY

In the beginning of 1900 Palma was still a
walled city. The dismantling of the city walls
and the demographic expansion began in
1902.

The building Nuredduna 24 was home to
many families and the base of emblematic
businesses such as Es Forn de Ses Columnes,
which was one of the oldest bakeries in the
area. Many of its residents got up bright and
early to pick up the first freshly baked loafs,
because they made some of the best breads
in town.

In 1934, the architect Guillem Forteza i Piña
started the construction of the Plaza de
Las Columnas (“square of the columns”),
going along with the construction of the
surrounding buildings and the growth of the
neighbourhood. Plaza de las Columnas is an

The building was built in 1934 and consists of
4 floors of housing and commercial premises
on the ground floor. It will be entirely
refurbished, maintaining its architectonic
value and treating the original elements with
the utmost respect.

emblematic place. It used to be the
neighbourhood’s prime meeting point where
mothers with children met in the evenings to
get some fresh air.
As the area expanded, the market of Pere
Garau was built, which brought many
merchants and a wealth of products of all
kinds.

Nuredduna 24 offers spaces full of light
to build dwellings that adapt to the new
times without losing their essence, with a
modern design with stylistic touches for extra
character that create exceptional homes in a
key area of Palma.

Since then, it has become the commercial
hub.
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View of Plaza Columnas
with its emblematic Hotel
Palma.
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RAILINGS

BALCONY DOORS

The ironwork is a noble and
durable material. The beauty
of its artisan character must
be admired; the designers
and smithy artists of the
era
emphasised
ornate
finishings and designs, where
more baroque and rococo
compositions take the lead.

The bay window on the first
floor will be conserved and
restored. This architectonic
element in form of an exterior
gallery or fully closed balcony
protrudes from the main wall
of the building creating a space
with wide outside views. In its
day, the bay window used to
serve to conserve the heat and
protect the building from wind
and humidity.

The mixture of ironwork and
wood brings about stylish
railings that unify the classic
and the modern.

STYLISTIC ELEMENTS
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STAIRCASE

WINDOWS

The
interior
staircase
of
the buildings is one of the
components that are as old as
the façades. Be it because of its
material, because of the way it
is

The windows are the element
that opens the house to the
exterior. The stylish tall windows
will be conserved along the
entire façade with doubleglazed Climalit windowpanes
that allow light and brightness
to flood the rooms, opening the
view of the new pedestrian zone
and the Plaza de la Columnas.

built, or because of its steps,
handrails,
balusters,
and
plinths... it simply takes us back
to past times.
Wide marble steps and railings
from baroque-style wrought
iron and wood, along with the
entrance portal with hydraulic
floors and mouldings in the
ceiling create the sensation of
time travel.
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PROJECT

Nuredduna 24 is anything but conventional:
it is a space that distinguishes you. A
cosmopolitan and urban style, designed for
well-being. In the common areas, as well as
in the dwellings, a lot of attention has been
paid to detail, with strict quality and comfort
criteria, and with good taste as its distinctive
quality.

home. Classic splendour and
excellence define Nuredduna 24.

updated

The building consists of 4 floors of housing
and commercial premises on the ground
floor. 11 unique residences of 2 or 3 bedrooms
make up this full refurbishment project that
renews its image without renouncing its
origins, which are reflected in the emblematic
façade and the stylistic details.

The dwellings of Nuredduna 24 are specially
designed for a contemporary urban lifestyle
to offer you a functional as well as inspirational

Visit the commercialisation WEBSITE
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The marble of the
staircase and the
original hydraulic tiles
of the first floor will
be restored for the
entrance hall.
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The building will be
entirely refurbished,
maintaining its
architectonic value and
treating the original
materials with the utmost
respect.

“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects,
without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”

DWELLINGS

“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects,
without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects,
without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical,
legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects, without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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Bathrooms with
simple lines, with
contemporary
Mediterranean
materials such as
the shower tiles
with floral elements,
characteristic of the
Spanish architecture.
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“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects,
without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects,
without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects,
without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising architects,
without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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Fully equipped
kitchens with a
functional and practical
design, marked by the
simplicity and elegance
of the shapes.
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GENERAL FLOOR
PLANS

GROUND FLOOR
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1ST FLOOR

Terraza

Terraza

Porche

Porche
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2ND FLOOR

Porche

Porche
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3RD FLOOR

Porche

Porche
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4TH FLOOR

Terraza

Terraza

Terraza
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FLOOR PLANS

FLOOR PLAN

01A
ON1T125-4
FLOOR

1

M2

TERRACE

88,21

44,58

Terraza

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES PORCH

1,80

13,37

Porche

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling
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FLOOR PLAN
FLOOR

01B
ON1T125-5

1

M2

80,80

TERRACE

-

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES
PORCH

3,62

-

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling

“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising
architects, without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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FLOOR

1

M2

105,60

FLOOR PLAN

TERRACE

32,04

01C

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES
PORCH

1,80

10,52

ON1T125-6

Porche

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling
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FLOOR PLAN

02A
ON1T125-7

FLOOR

2

Porche

M2

88,21

TERRACE

-

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES
PORCH

1,80

13,37

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling

“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising
architects, without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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FLOOR PLAN
FLOOR

2

02B

M2

78,00

TERRACE

-

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES
PORCH

ON1T125-8

3,62

-

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling
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FLOOR PLAN
FLOOR

2

M2

105,60

TERRACE

-

02C

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES
PORCH

1,80

ON1T125-9

10,52

Porche

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling

“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising
architects, without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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FLOOR PLAN

03A
ON1T125-10
Porche

FLOOR

3

M2

TERRACE

88,21

-

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES
PORCH

1,80

13,37

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling
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FLOOR

3
4

M2

78,00

FLOOR PLAN

TERRACE

34,83

03B

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES
PORCH

3,62

-

ON1T125-11

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling

“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising
architects, without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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FLOOR PLAN
FLOOR

3

M2

105,60

TERRACE

03C

-

TOTAL M2 INCLUDE
BALCONIES PORCH

1,80

ON1T125-12

10,52

Porche

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling
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FLOOR PLAN

04A
ON1T125-13
ÁTIC

FLOOR

4

M2

64,29

TERRACE

29,10

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling

“The surfaces represented in this plan and in its legend are approximate, the definite surfaces will result from the execution of works. These plans and images are non-binding and may experiment variations due to technical, legal or administrative requirements or upon initiative of the supervising
architects, without prejudice to the level of quality. All furniture is merely decorative and is not part of the project or the building specifications”
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FLOOR PLAN

04B

FLOOR

4

M2

80,16

TERRACE

54,24

ON1T125-14
ÁTIC

Access the virtual tour
of this dwelling
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BUILDING
SPECIFICATIONS

Structure
Existing foundation and main structure of
high quality, in accordance with the current
regulation, reinforced by means of certified
steel sections.

penthouses and crossable flat roofs on the rest.
- suspended ceilings with laminated gypsum
panels in all rooms of the dwellings. Waterproof
drywalls will be used in wet areas.

Partitioning

- New unidirectional laminated wood beam
slabs and fibre cement board beam fillings in
the attics.

- Division between the dwellings and between
the dwellings and the common areas: ceramic
partition walls with plasterboard on each side
with mineral wool heat and sound insulation.

- Existing interior staircase, the final section
made from reinforced concrete.
- Original enamelled iron railings.

- Interior divisions in the dwellings by means
of partition walls with drywall ad a structure
of galvanised steel profiles and interior sound
insulation. Waterproof drywalls will be used in
wet areas.

Façade and roofs
- Existing sandstone-wall enclosures and interior
plasterboard drywalls. Mineral wool heat and
sound insulation.
- New ceramic brick enclosures and interior
plasterboard drywalls. Mineral wool heat and
sound insulation.

Flooring
Interior flooring: All dwellings will have synthetic
parquet floors with natural oak finish. Slats 1380
mm long x 191 mm wide x 8 mm thick It is a
flooring with aquastop guarantee, specifically
for bathrooms.

- Main facade restored, conserving the original
design of the building. The rest mortar finished
and painted in white.
- Courtyard walls mortar finished and painted
white.

Exterior flooring: The terraces will be equipped
with beige porcelain flooring, measures 60x60
cm

- Balconies of the main façade with restored
original railings.
- Masonry parapets with iron railings on the
new terraces and balconies in accordance with
the architect’s design.
- Sloping roof with curved Arabic tiles on the
50

Bathroom tiling

Kitchen furniture

Decorative tiles of 20x20 cm with floral pattern
will be used on one shower wall. The other two
shower walls will have plain tiles matching the
tiles with floral pattern.

With laminate finish for the owner to choose
between white or light grey. Kitchen counters
from porcelain stoneware. Will be delivered with
taps, oven, induction cooker and cooker hood.

Interior carpentry

Sanitary fittings, plumbing
and others.

The entrance doors to the dwellings will be
security doors with three-point safety locks,
wide-angle peephole and a set of door handle
and exterior know. The passing doors will be
from smooth wood lacquered in white and will
be equipped with door handles in satin chrome
or matte.

The bathrooms will be delivered with a round
washbasin bowl, surfaces and counter in
veneered natural oak wood. Basin tabs on
counter, sprinkler and shower head with
chrome finish. White wall-hung toilet with
cistern and pushbutton by GEBERIT. Mirrors will
be provided and hung in all bathrooms. White
resin Shower trays.

Exterior carpentry
Existing wood windows restored, with sealing
gaskets and double-glazing, improving the
acoustic and thermic properties. Equipped with
equally restored fraileros: Original Majorcan
wood blinds. Existing iron railings restored. New
enamelled iron railings.

Electricity
The electrical installation will be carried out in
accordance with current regulations and each
dwelling will have its own individual electrical
meter.
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Telecommunications

Plumbing and sanitation

- Television connections will be installed in
the living room and bedrooms, as well as a
telephone connection in the living room. JUNG mechanisms or a product of similar
characteristics. - Fermax video door phone or
similar.

- The installations of plumbing and sanitation
will be carried out in accordance with current
regulations. The water usage will be measured
by individual meters and there will be a master
valve in each dwelling as well as one shut-off
valve per wet-area. The hot and cold water will
circulate through RETUBE tubes or a product
with similar characteristics. The sanitation
network will be made from PVC.

Paint
- Horizontal and vertical parameters painted
with white smooth matte plastic paint. The
locksmithing elements will be primed with a
protective product and enamelled with two
coats of finish.

Air conditioning
- Ducted air-conditioning in all rooms except
bathroom and kitchen.
- Glass wool air distribution ducks by Isover or
similar.
- White supply and exhaust grilles.
- Programmable digital thermostats
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- Pressure set for the correct reception of the
water flow at all usage points.
- Community water softener.
- Gas pre-installation for hot water heater,
- DHW production by mean of an aerothermal
heat pump with high energy efficiency
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ABOUT US

A GREAT PROJECT NEEDS A GREAT TEAM
The ability work in a team is one of the skills increasingly demanded by companies. It has become
an essential requirement to be successful and competitive.
Sharing efforts, ideas, and resources is always beneficial to reach a common goal. This is even
better when the goal is to support projects that seek to transform the quality of life, economy, and
social reality in different parts of the world.
In this case, the partnership between Left Bank, a French investment fund specialized in the
enhancement of old buildings with a distinct architectonic identity, with two local companies of
Majorcan tradition like Abitare and Palmer Alma Mediterránea with their knowledge of history,
decoration and marketing form the perfect team to make “Nuredduna 24” a unique project.

PROMOTION

EXECUTION
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COMMERCIALIZATION

The LEFT BANK group, founded in 2008 by its president Guillaume de Montalier, has become a
key player on the French investment market, the structuring and the valuation of added-value
tertiary assets, with a portfolio valued at 800 million euros and 15,5 million euros rental income.
The LEFT BANK group specialises and commercial, residential and office real estate investment.
Its main strategic objective is the acquisition of old buildings with great redevelopment potential
in quality locations, while respecting an optimal environmental focus.
“Our dynamics are based on our ability to transform outdated assets into great locations with
high added-value properties. “

Visit our WEBSITE

Download our Dossier
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SANT MAGI – SANTA CATALINA –

DEIA – MALLORCA

PALMA DE MALLORCA

CALLE FELIPE BAUZA – DEIA

Mixed building of approximately 400 m2

House in the centre of Deia of approx-

with 2 floors and commercial premises in

imately 450 m2 with restructuration of

the heart f the Santa Catalina district: Re-

the whole complex.

furbishment and turnkey sale of the flats.

Division of the house into 5 independent

Exploitation of the commercial premises

flats.

as a co-working space

Sale of the flats.

COMPIEGNE

Villa Louise Michel

RUE DE COMPIEGNE – PARIS 10

Rue Louise Michel – Choisy le Roi

Acquisition of shops and offices on the

Refurbishment and remodelling of the

ground floor and three residential lots

building to create 11 flats

Relocation of the shops at market value

Sale of the flats by batch

Refurbishment of the dwellings

Business maintenance

Fortuny

22 A Asnieres

Rue Fortuny – Paris 17

Rue Pierre Brossolette – Asnieres Sur

A private hotel close to Parc Monceau

Seine

Relocation of the complex as a single-us-

Acquisition of an independent building

er property

Conservation of the shop and the first

Refurbishment, asset development

floor Elevation of the building to residential use

Président

L’Atelier

76-78 Boulevard Vincent Auriol – Paris

11 Rue Lazara Hoche – Boulogne Billan-

Acquisition of an office building of 3.500

court. Acquisition of an occupied office

m2. Re-development of an office com-

building. Total restructuration of an office

plex of 10.000 m2. Relocation of the

building. Change of façade, elevation,

complex to a single user

creation of an independent parking

Resale of the block to an investor

space with 17 spaces within the infrastructure. Fixed-term lease to a leading
company. With certification.

PROJECTS IN FRANCE AND SPAIN
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Abitare is a newly founded Majorcan company lead by professionals from the areas of architecture,
interior design, design and project management.
Comprehensive architecture projects
At ABITARE, we offer full service in all phases and stages of the project, from the first drawings up
to completion.
For us, each project is different, and we know that they do not all have the same needs. That is why
we offer the possibility to book only the services that are needed for each project.
Interior design
We put lots of attention to detail in order to satisfy our clients. Therefore, we offer a creative proposal for the interior spaces that adapts to the needs and dreams that the owners expressed.
Project Management
Counselling on the procurement and choice of the different providers participating in the building
works as well as requesting estimates.
We coordinate and control the work of all contractors and industrialists and include a legal counselling service. We ensure the supervision of the executing with cost accounting and advise you on
legal matters.
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OUTSTANDING PROJECTS

M10

HOTEL NAKAR

MAR SENSE
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Visit our WEBSITE

PALMER Alma Mediterránea is a real estate
agency that stands out from other agencies on
the market for its clear and continuous focus
on innovation, the use of new technologies and
the quick adaption to the digital needs of our
clients.
We are proud to be one of the agencies in Mallorca
with the best and most well-maintained online
presence, giving us an extraordinary potential
to reach the perfect client for every property we
commercialise.
A Balearic agency that invites the foreign market
to fall in love with our traditions and with the
essence of Mallorca.
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Visit our WEBSITE

LATEST COMMERCIALISATIONS

METROVACESA - JARDINS DE LLEVANT

ARMALUTX - PROMO INCA

BANEMA - PROMO MARIA DE LA SALUT

ALMA INVERSIONES - PROMO EL VIVERO

Access all our promotions
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